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Abstract

With the highly development of the advanced carbon capture technology, the1

industrialization and widely application could be in the coming future. The cost of2

the technology operation could directly be paid by the revenue of a well-designed3

carbon market. In this paper, we proposed a green certificate auction which aims to4

earn more for the carbon capture. We consider that each generator have willingness5

to contribute to the carbon capture and it will balance it with his actual benefit in6

economic dispatch. We show that our mechanism satisfies optimality, truthfulness7

and individual rationality. We also show our framework could work enough well8

for many rounds even if the willingness could not be well identified. We also9

conduct numerical studies to show the effectiveness of our proposed theoretical10

approximation. Our work could be implemented in the real market to guide the11

firms to better make contribution to the carbon capturing, which could also be the12

resources of the green certificate. We could also design the mechanism to assign13

reward for the contribution in the future work.14

1 Introduction15

Global warming is coming [1]. The Paris Agreement [2] calls for more active efforts from all over the16

world to combat global warming by reducing the carbon emissions. To achieve this goal, carbon tax17

and cap-and-trade programs are ready in many countries for large scale implementation. However,18

such policies often make the regions with such policies in a non-favorable position in the global19

economy. More importantly, the public often challenge the actual usage of the extra payment collected20

from such carbon related policies. We note that carbon capture technologies are becoming mature,21

and some of them have been successfully commercialized [3]. Hence, we imagine that one potential22

solution to align the interests between the public and the policy maker is to invest the extra payment23

in carbon capture technologies or to advance the large scale deployment of the commercialized24

technologies. In this work, we seek to design the green certificate auction to maximize the revenue25

for the auctioneer (i.e., the system operator in the power grid).26

Specifically, we consider the green certificate auction design together with economic dispatch (ED), a27

classic procedure in the electricity sector to dispatch the generators to meet the real time demand.28

The designed auction will determine the social allocations of green certificates, which will grant29

the generating companies the dispatch opportunities in the ED process. We seek to design the most30

effective auction to better enable the environmental protection.31
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1.1 Related Works32

We identify two closely related research streams. The first one investigates the financial instruments33

applications to the carbon market. The other one is the theoretical treatment for homogeneous34

divisible goods’ auction.35

Various financial instruments have been implemented in the carbon related markets, e.g., auction,36

grandfathering, uniformly or discriminatory pricing [4]. We focus on the auction design, which is37

also the most popular form compared with its rivals [5]. In the literature, both sealed auctions and38

dynamic auctions have been designed for carbon allowance allocation [6]. For example, in [7], Betz39

et al. propose an ascending clock auction to improve the efficiency of the carbon permit market;40

Wang et al. employ the sequential ascending auction and proving its convergence to the Pareto41

optimal equilibrium in [8]. In [9], Rao et al. study the uniform price sealed auction and show42

there exists an asymmetric Nash Equilibrium. Sun et al. generalize the setting by considering the43

multi-buyers and multi-sellers scenario, and design a double action for carbon permit allocation in [4].44

Ding et al. take into account the influence of the interactions in the permit auction and design a45

two-stage auction-bargaining model in [10]. Wang et al. design the multi-unit auction in the Bayesian46

framework in [11]. Overall, the literature seldom treat the problem as a divisible good auction and47

seldom involve rigorous modeling of the whole dispatch process. Furthermore, the literature often48

designs the market for the policy maker, instead of the system operator in the electricity sector. In49

contrast, these are the focuses in our work.50

We cast the carbon allowance auction in the homogeneous divisible goods auction design framework,51

since the carbon permissions (i.e., green certificates) are homogeneous in nature. Such an auction52

is often organized in two ways. The first approach is to discretize the quantity space to a countable53

number [12]. However, when the number of pieces resulting from the division is too large, the54

effective auction design is an open problem. Another approach is pioneered by Wilson in [13],55

which designs an effective bidding in a stylized model. This classical work has been applied to56

both the divisible goods auction [14, 15], without specifying the difference between uniform auction57

and discriminatory auction. Back et al. in [16] further show that discriminatory auction could58

yield more revuenue in divisible goods auction. Recently, Lu et al. design the divisible unit good59

auction with budget constraints in [17]. Johari et al. propose a scalar strategy Vickrey-Clarke-Groves60

(SSVCG) mechanism and introduce an efficient algorithm to characterize the Nash Equilibrium61

in [18]. However, most of these works assume the knowledge on the bidders’ value’s distribution.62

Sample complexity [19] is proposed to handle such kind of issues. Specifically, Dhangwatnotai et al.63

and [20] and Cole et al. [21] both study the sample complexity for digital goods with the unlimited64

supply. In this work, we first follow the classical framework proposed in [14] and then use the notion65

of sample complexity to infer the generating companies’ valuation with limited supply of green66

certificates.67

1.2 Our Contributions68

In seek of designing the effective green certificate auction in the Bayesian framework, our principle69

contributions can be described as follows:70

1. Virtual Demand: We study the coupling between green certificate auction and the ED71

process. By introducing a decoupling algorithm, we employ the notion of virtual demand,72

inspired by the virtual value in the classical Myerson’s auction [22].73

2. Performance Evaluation: In the Bayesian framework, we submit our designed auction is both74

truthful and individually rational. Furthermore, we investigate the impact of incorporating75

load constraint in our auction design, in both competitive and non-competitive scenarios.76

3. Sample Complexity: We conduct sample complexity analysis for our auction design and77

construct an upper bound for the number of samples needed to estimate the value of bidders.78

This could help us better understand when the auction design can achieve good performance.79

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the green certificate auction80

design problem. Then, we propose our designed auction in the constraint free setting and prove its81

effectiveness in Section 3. Next, we extend our designed auction with a load constraint in Section82

4. To relieve the assumption on the knowledge of bidder value’s distribution, we conduct a sample83
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complexity analysis in Section 5. After that, numerical studies are conducted to verify our conclusions84

in Section 6. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 7.85

2 Auction Formulation86

We consider the optimal multi-unit auction for green certificate. We assume the green certificates87

are divisible, with a total amount of Q. The bidders in the auction are the generating companies88

whereas the auctioneer is the system operator. Denote the total number of bidders by N , and the type89

of generating company i by vi. This type information characterizes the company’s willingness by90

holding the certificate. It could come from future trading, reputation or other side reward beyond this91

mechanism. Specifically, denote the auction outcome for each generating company i by variable xi.92

We focus on studying the uniform demand price function, i.e., the price r(xi, vi) is fully characterized93

by the auction outcome xi and type vi. Note that the integral of r(xi, vi) with respect to xi describes94

the valuation for generating company i. Mathematically, if the realized auction outcome for generating95

company i (green certificate purchased by the generating company through the auction) is qi, then its96

valuation N(qi, vi) can be calculated as follows:97

N(qi, vi) =

∫ qi

0

r(x, vi)dx. (1)

We further assume the type information vi is drawn from the cumulative probability function (c.d.f.)98

Fi(v) with a support of [vi, vi]. Denote its corresponding probability density function (p.d.f.) by fi.99

To simplify the optimal auction design, we make the following technical assumptions:100

• A1: all the type distributions of bidders are regular. That is, for each generating company i,101

Ji(v) = v − 1

ρi(v)
(2)

is increasing, where ρi(v) represents the hazard rate for the bidder i, which is defined as102

follows:103

ρi(v) = fi(v)/[1− Fi(v)]. (3)

• A2: For each type v, r(x, v) is finite, twice continuously differentiable, strictly decreasing104

in x, and strictly increasing in v when r is greater than zero.105

• A3: The elasticity of the demand price function is non-decreasing, i.e.,106

∂

∂v
(−x

r

∂r

∂x
) ≤ 0. (4)

• A4: The demand price function is concave in v, i.e.,107

∂2r

∂v2
≤ 0. (5)

Assumption A1 is often used in economics to guarantee the virtual valuation’s monotonicity and108

incentive compatibility in Myerson’s auction [22]. The next three assumptions are standard technical109

assumptions for demand price functions. And large classes of preferences satisfying above four110

assumptions [23].111

With these four assumptions, we can formulate the ED process, which is essential in characterizing112

the objective functions for both the bidders and the auctioneer in the green certificate auction.113

Assume the marginal cost of generating company i to be αi. Denote the total energy demand by d and114

the energy generation of generator i by gi. Clearly, this generation level is bounded by the generation115

capacity constraint. Specifically, in an emission aware ED, we assume this generation level, without116

the purchase of green certificate, is bounded by Bi. Green certificate is used to grant the generators117

more opportunities to be dispatched in ED. For example, if generating company i, though the auction,118

obtains qi amount of green certificates, its maximal generation level becomes Bi + qi. To ensure119

there exists a feasible solution, we require d ≤
∑N
i=1Bi. Thus, the system operator, based on the120
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outcome of the auction, could conduct the ED by solving the following optimization problem:121

(P1) min

N∑
i=1

αigi

s.t.

N∑
i=1

gi = d

0 ≤ gi ≤ Bi + qi ∀i.

(6)

The first constraint is the supply demand balance constraint, and the second set of constraints refer to122

the generation capacity constraints. This optimization problem decides the energy price λ, which is123

the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the supply demand balance constraint. Define λ0 to be the124

energy price without the green certificate auction (i.e., all the qi’s are zero). We can study the extra125

profit for generating company i by participating the auction:126

Vi = I(αi < λ)λ(gi −Bi) + I(αi < λ)(λ− λ0)Bi
+ I(λ ≤ αi < λ0)λ0Bi

= I(αi < λ)λ(gi −Bi) + φ(λ, λ0, αi)

(7)

where I(·) is the indicator function.127

Characterizing the ED process sharps our understanding of the auction design, as these two processes128

are closely coupled together. From the ED, the objective of the system operator is to minimize the129

extra payment for the certificate in ED as well as to maximize the auction revenue. We represent this130

objective function as follows:131

max Evi

[
N∑
i=1

pi −
N∑
i=1

Vi

]
, (8)

where pi denotes the payment that the bidder i pays for qi green certificates.132

Each generating company’s utility function also consists of two parts: one is the utility extracted133

from the auction and another is the profit from ED1. We denote the utility function by Ui:134

Ui = N(qi, vi)− pi + Vi. (9)

We assume that if participating in the auction does not provide the generating company any extra135

profit, it would not participate in the auction.136

3 Revenue-Maximizing Pricing Scheme Design137

This problem could be considered as a variant of Myerson auction. Our problem needs to consider138

ED problem which could be influenced by the results of auction. Therefore, to decouple this problem,139

we need to find a more direct formulation of ED problem first. Notice that in our problem the final140

solution for λ could come from a discrete set {αi, i ∈ [N ]}.141

Then we fix λ as αi then conduct the auction. We could directly know the best gi for generator i as142

follows:143

gi =

{
0 λ ≤ αi
Bi + qi λ > αi

(10)

Then we could further know with the actual utility function Uλi with ED price λ for generator i as144

follows:145

Uλi =

{
N(qi, vi)− pi + φ(λ, λ0, αi) λ ≤ αi
N(qi, vi)− pi + (λ− αi)qi + φ(λ, λ0, αi) λ > αi

(11)

1For simplification, we assume that for the generating company i, whose marginal cost equals to the price, it
will not take part in ED.
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Then we could also construct the virtual demand function Iλ as follows:146

Iλ(qi, vi, αi) =


N(qi, vi)−

1

ρi(vi)

∂N(qi, vi)

∂vi
λ ≤ αi

N(qi, vi)−
1

ρi(vi)

∂N(qi, vi)

∂vi
− αiqi λ > αi

(12)

Here, we back to our rare items assumption. More, specifically we assume that for all vi profiles,147

we define q
′

i as the amount to make ∂Iλ(qi,vi,αi)
∂qi

= 0 when λ > αi. Our scarcity assumption shows148

that
∑N
i=1 q

′

i ≥ Q, otherwise there could exist i that makes ∂Iλ(qi,vi,αi)
∂qi

> 0, which shows all the149

bidders need to compete for the qualification.150

Then we need to design an optimal multi-unit auction for agents. In our framework, the bidder would151

bid its own θi to the system operator and the system operator would provide a recipe with (pi, qi) for152

the allocation and payment. We construct the optimization problem to derive the best allocation and153

payment. The problem could be made as follows:154

(P2) max
qi

N∑
i=1

Iλ(qi, vi, αi)

s.t.

N∑
i=1

qi ≤ Q

(13)

Then we could construct the conditions for the optimal solutions of the problem through K.K.T.155

conditions as follows:156

q∗i [
∂I

∂qi
− µ] = 0

N∑
i=1

qi ≤ Q

q∗i = 0→ ∂I

∂qi
(0, vi) ≤ µ,

(14)

where q∗i denote the optimal allocation for bidder i.157

Then after finding the answers for Eqs. 14, we need to construct the allocation pi as follows:158

pi = N(qi, vi)−
1

ρi(vi)

∂N(qi, vi)

∂vi
+ I(αi < λ)(λ− αi)qi + φ(λ, λ0, αi) (15)

With the construction above, our auction algorithm bases on the optimal multi-unit auction is showed159

in Algorithm 1.160

In our algorithm, we actually conduct an optimal multi-unit auction for the certificate. We could first161

assume λ and try to find the possible realized λ for the following ED process. Since the λ is from a162

discrete set in our problem, we could simply traverse all possible λ.163

Actually, we need to check the correctness and the effectiveness of our proposed auction. We conclude164

it in the following two theorems.165

Theorem 1 There must exist a λ that satisfies the demand d.166

Proof: In this part, we want to show that we could find out λ that satisfies the demand d.167

First, we sort the generator according to the cost αi. Without loss of generality, we denote it as168

α1, ..., αN and we rank the generator with this order. Then if for λ = αK , we could not satisfy169

the demand, that is d >
∑K−1
i=1 Bi +

∑K−1
i=1 qi, here we use qi to denote the allocation for each170

generator. Then it’s obvious that
∑K−1
i=1 qi ≤ Q, if λ increase, we could denote it as λ′ = αK+1. We171

could find out that the Iλ for this K − 1 bidders could not change. For K-th bidder, Iλ needs to172
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Algorithm 1: Green Certificate Auction Considering ED Process
Input: The generator i’s cost αi ∀i ∈ [N ];

The generator i’s bidding type vi ∀i ∈ [N ];
Output: The final allocation qi ∀i ∈ [N ];

The price λ for ED process;
The payment pi ∀i ∈ [N ];

1: Initialize R = 0
2: for λ ∈ {α1, ..., αN} do
3: Solve the optimization problem Eqs. 13 and 15 with the conditions Eq. 14 to derive (qλi , p

λ
i )

∀i.
4: Use final auction allocation results and price λ to conduct ED process
5: if d is exactly satisfied then
6: Calculate the final revenue Rt for auctioneer;
7: qi = qλi ,pi = pλi ∀i; R = Rt
8: end if
9: end for

10: return (qi, pi) ∀i; λ;

take out αKqK . From Eqs. 14, we could derive that the new auction price µ
′

should not be higher173

than the original µ. Therefore if we denote the new allocation for bidder i as q∗i , we could find that174 ∑K−1
i=1 q∗i ≥

∑K−1
i=1 qi. Therefore,

∑K
i=1Bi +

∑K
i=1 qi could increase with K. Then we could also175

derive from our assumption that d ≤
∑N
i=1Bi +Q, which shows that our largest possible generation176

could be higher than demand. Then since
∑K
i=1Bi +Q is strictly increasing by λ, we could find the177

λ that exactly satisfies demand d.178

Then we turn to show the effectiveness of our mechanism. We define the bidder i’s strategy179

as si(vi) for bidding. Then we define the s = [s1, ..., sN ] and s−i = [s1, ...si−1, si+1, ..., sN ]180

and we could also define the Bayesian equilibrium profile as s∗ = [s∗1, ..., s
∗
N ] where181

s∗i (·) is equilibrium strategy. We assume our allocation is deterministic and we could de-182

rive qi(x, v−i) = qi(s
∗
i (x), s∗−i(v−i)) and pi(x) = Ev−ipi(s

∗
i (x), s∗−i(v−i)), where x rep-183

resents the type that bidder with type vi plays on. We also denote that q−i(x, v−i) =184

[q1(s∗i (x), s∗−i(v−i)), ..., qi−1(s∗i (x), s∗−i(v−i)), qi+1(s∗i (x), s∗−i(v−i)),185

..., qN (s∗i (x), s∗−i(v−i))].186

Then we also define the expected surplus for the generator i Πi(x, vi) as follows:187

Πi(x, vi) =Ev−iN(qi(x, v−i), vi)− pi(x)

+ Ev−i(λ(qi(x, v−i), q−i(x, v−i))− αi)+qi(x, v−i)
+ Ev−iφ(λ(qi(x, v−i), q−i(x, v−i)), λ0, αi)

=Ev−iN(qi(x, v−i), vi)− pi(x)

+ Ev−i(λ(x, v−i)− αi)+qi(x, v−i)
+ Ev−iφ(λ(x, v−i), λ0, αi),

(16)

where (·)+ denote max(·, 0).188

Then we define both Bayesian Incentive Compatibility (BIC) and Interim Individual Rationality (IR).189

Definition 1(BIC) Since s∗i (vi) could be the best strategy, the Bayesian Incentive Compatibility190

guarantees that191

Πi(vi, vi) = max
x

Πi(x, vi)

Definition 2(Interim IR) We define Interim Individual Rationality as Πi(vi, vi) ≥ 0 since we assume192

the generators are Rational individual.193

Theorem 2 Our auction could satisfy Bayesian Incentive Compatibility (BIC) and Interim Individual194

Rationality (Interim IR).195
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Proof: We first construct the equivalent conditions for BIC and Interim IR. We construct the following196

Lemma.197

Lemma 1: Under the Assumption Eqs. 4 and 5, if our auction allocation rule qi(vi, v−i) could be set198

non-decreasing with vi, we could derive the equivalence condition that the expected surplus could be199

written as follows:200

Πi(vi, vi) = Πi(vi, vi) + Ev−i

∫ vi

vi

∂N(qi(z, v−i), z)

∂z
dz (17)

Proof: (Necessary conditions) We first prove the Eq. 17 could be induced by the BIC and Interim IR201

and an extra condition, that is Π(x, vi) ≥ Πi(x, x) for vi ≥ x. It shows if we have a higher type, we202

could derive more for the same bidding. First, we could derive Πi(vi, vi) ≥ Πi(x, vi) then we could203

derive Πi(vi, vi) ≥ Πi(x, x) for vi ≥ x.204

Then we could also derive205

Πi(vi, vi)−Πi(vi, x) =Ev−i [N(qi(vi, v−i), vi)−N(qi(vi, v−i), x)]

=Ev−i

∫ qi(vi,v−i)

0

∫ vi

x

∂r(z, y)

∂y
dydz

≤Ev−i
∫ qi(vi,v−i)

0

∫ vi

x

∂r(z, x)

∂x
dydz,

(18)

where the inequality follows the assumption Eq. 5. Hence for all vi ≤ x, we have206

0 ≤ Πi(vi, vi)−Πi(x, x) ≤ (vi − x)Ev−i

∫ qi(vi,v−i)

0

∂r(z, x)

∂x
dz (19)

Therefore Πi(vi, vi) is continuous. Then we could also derive that Πi(vi, x) is a differentiable207

function of x since N(q(x, v−i), x) is differentiable for x. Moreover, we could find out that Πi(x, x)208

is continuous and non-decreasing, hence differentiable almost everywhere. Therefore, we know from209

BIC that210

vi ∈ argminx[Πi(x, x)−Π(vi, x)] (20)

Then we use the first-order condition:211

dΠi

dx
(x, x)− ∂Πi

∂x
(vi, x) = 0 at x = vi (21)

Then we could derive that212

dΠi

dvi
(vi, vi) =

∂Πi(x, vi)

∂vi
|x=vi = Ev−i

∂N(qi(vi, v−i), vi)

∂vi
. (22)

Then we could derive Eq. 17 from the continuity of Πi(vi, vi) and the equation above.213

(Sufficient conditions)Next, we also try to prove our Eq. 17 is sufficient conditions for BIC and IR.214

First we could know a simple proposition that Πi(vi, vi) ≥ 0. It means that we could not force any215

bidder to participate and the expected surplus needs to be non-negative. Then if we have Πi satisfies216

Eq. 17, we could derive for y ≥ x that217

Πi(y, y)−Πi(x, x) =Ev−i

∫ y

x

∂N(qi(z, v−i), z)

∂z
dz

≥Ev−i
∫ y

x

∂N(qi(x, v−i), z)

∂z
dz,

(23)

with qi(z, v−i) is set as non-decreasing in z.218

Then we also know from the characteristics of r that it is strictly increasing in v. We could derive219

that Πi(vi, vi) ≥ 0, which is Interim IR.220
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Hence, we could also know that for y ≥ x221

Πi(x, y)−Πi(x, x) = Ev−i

∫ y

x

∂N(qi(x, v−i), z)

∂z
dz. (24)

We could also find out that for y ≥ x, Πi(x, y) ≥ Πi(x, x). Thus, we could derive from the above222

equations that223

Πi(y, y) ≥ Πi(x, y) y ≥ x. (25)

The almost identical argument could be made for y ≤ x. Therefore, we could derive BIC conditions.224

Actually, with our Lemma 1, we could derive an equivalent condition for Interim IR and BIC. That225

is to say, if our designed auction satisfies the condition Eq. 17 and the final allocation qi(vi, v−i)226

increases with vi, our auction could satisfy Interim IR and BIC then we only need to maximize the227

revenue of it through the allocation and payment design.228

Therefore we could introduce the condition into Eq. 16 and derive the representation of the revenue229

for the system operator. More specifically, we could find that expected payment for bidder i follows:230

p̂i(vi) =Ev−i [N(q(vi, v−i))−
∫ vi

vi

∂N(qi(z, v−i), z)

∂z
dz

+ (λ(vi, v−i)− αi)+qi(x, v−i)
+ φ(λ(vi, v−i), λ0, αi)]−Πi(vi, vi)

(26)

We could also derive the expected revenue from the bidder i that231

p̃i =Evi,v−i [N(q(vi, v−i))−
∫ vi

vi

∂N(qi(z, v−i), z)

∂z
dz

+ (λ(vi, v−i)− αi)+qi(x, v−i)
+ φ(λ(vi, v−i), λ0, αi)]−Πi(vi, vi)

=Evi,v−i [N(q(vi, v−i))−
∂N(qi(z, v−i), z)

∂z

1

ρi(vi)

+ (λ(vi, v−i)− αi)+qi(x, v−i)
+ φ(λ(vi, v−i), λ0, αi)]−Πi(vi, vi),

(27)

where ρi(vi) is the hazard rate defined above.232

We further an indicator function ωi(qi(vi, v−i), q−i(vi, v−i)) as follows:233

ωi(qi(vi, v−i), q−i(vi, v−i)) =

{
1 λ(qi(vi, v−i), q−i(vi, v−i)) ≤ αi
0 λ(qi(vi, v−i), q−i(vi, v−i)) > αi,

(28)

We also simplify ωi(qi(vi, v−i), q−i(vi, v−i)) for ω(vi, v−i).234
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Then we could also construct the final revenue that the ISO receives and we denote it as R. Then R235

could be represented as follows:236

R =Evi,v−i

N∑
i=1

[pi − λ(vi, v−i)ω(vi, v−i)qi(vi, v−i)− φ(λ(vi, v−i), λ0, αi)]

−
N∑
i=1

Πi(vi, vi)

=Evi,v−i

N∑
i=1

[N(q(vi, v−i), vi)−
∂N(qi(z, v−i), vi)

∂vi

1

ρ(vi)

− αiω(vi, v−i)qi(x, v−i)]−
N∑
i=1

Πi(vi, vi)

=Evi,v−i

N∑
i=1

Iλ(qi, vi, αi)−
N∑
i=1

Πi(vi, vi)

(29)

For the maximization, since we have made the proposition that Πi(vi, vi) ≥ 0, we could derive that237

our Πi(vi, vi) should be set equal to 0 by the payment p̃i.238

Hence, to maximize our revenue, then we need to maximize the
∑N
i=1 I

λ(qi, vi, αi) for all vi under239

the constraint
∑N
i=1 qi ≤ Q, which is denoted by our optimization problem (P2). Then we only need240

to find the best λ that exactly satisfies the demand d which is showed in Algorithm 1. We also show241

the existence for the λ for correctness.242

Finally, we need to show our optimization could be well solved with the optimality conditions Eqs.243

14 and qi(vi, v−i) does not decrease with vi.244

Firstly, we consider the cases that λ doesn’t change if the value increases, which means the price in245

ED does not change in this scene. It could be simply derived that function Iλ is quasi-concave with246

Eq. 4. We could derive that for all α and λ:247

∂Iλ

∂q
> 0→ 1

ρ
<

r
∂r
∂q

(30)

Then248

∂2Iλ

∂q2
=
∂r

∂q
−

∂2r
∂q∂v

ρ

≤ ∂r

∂q
−
r ∂2r
∂q∂v

∂r
∂q

=
r2

q ∂r∂v

∂

∂v

(
−q
r

∂r

∂q

)
< 0

(31)

Therefore, we could know Iλ(q, v) is indeed strictly quasi-concave for all α and λ.249
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Furthermore, we could derive that250

∂2Iλ

∂q∂v
=
∂r

∂v
[1− 1

∂r
∂v

∂

∂v

(
1

ρ

∂r

∂v

)
]

=
∂r

∂v

(
1 +

1

ρ2
dρ

dv

)
− 1

ρ

∂2r

∂v2

=
∂r

∂v

dJ

dv
− 1

ρ

∂2r

∂v2

> 0.

(32)

The last inequality follows our assumption Eq. 5 and the regularity of the distribution function. With251

our optimization problem (P2), we could find that the optimal solution could satisfy our Eqs. 14252

through K.K.T. conditions. Since strict quasi-concavity, we could derive Eqs. 14 are also sufficient.253

The remaining problem is to prove the q∗(vi, v−i) is non-decreasing with vi. If q∗i (vi, v−i) = 0, it is254

simply that ∂q
∗
i

∂v (vi, v−i) ≥ 0 since q∗i (vi, v−i) ≥ 0. Then if q∗i (vi, v−i) > 0. we could derive from255

Eqs. 14 that256

∂Iλ

∂q
(q∗i (vi, v−i), vi) = µ(vi, v−i). (33)

Then after differentiating the last equation with respect to vi, we could derive that257

∂2Iλ

∂q2
∂q∗i
∂vi

+
∂2Iλ

∂q∂v
=
∂µ

∂vi
. (34)

Then if ∂µ
∂vi

is non-positive, we could find out that ∂
2Iλ

∂q∂v is positive in Eq. 32 and ∂2Iλ

∂q2 is negative in258

Eq. 31. Then ∂q∗i
∂vi

is positive.259

If ∂µ
∂vi

is positive, it could be derived with Eqs. 14 that µ > 0 since µ is Lagrangian multiplier.260

Then for j 6= i, we could derive if
∂Iλ(q∗j (vi,v−i),vj)

∂q < µ,
∂q∗j
∂vi

= 0 since q∗j (vi, v−i) = 0. If261

∂Iλ(q∗j (vi,v−i),vj)

∂q = µ, then
∂2Iλ(q∗j (vi,v−i),vj)

∂q2 (
∂q∗j
∂vi

) = ∂µ
∂vi

. Then we could find that
∂q∗j
∂vi

< 0 due to262

Eq. 31. In general, we could observe that
∂q∗j
∂vi

is non-positive, then with our Eqs. 14 and µ > 0, we263

could know that
∑N
j=1

∂q∗j
∂vi

= 0. Therefore, we could derive that ∂q
∗
i

∂vi
is non-negative in this case.264

Therefore, we could prove our auction satisfies Interim IR and BIC and we could derive the maximal265

revenue. The specific payment pi could be found with our Eq. 27 for this scene.266

Then we consider the scene that the λ changes if vi increases. If µ does not increase, it’s clear that for267

other generator j whose αj < λ, q∗j could not decrease through our Eq. 14 and Eq. 31. Furthermore268

we could know that λ could only not increase. Then it could further improve ∂Iλ(qi,vi,αi)
∂qi

of generator269

of i if αi ≥ λ. It is obvious that the quantity of qi could not decrease. Then if vi increases and µ270

increases, we discuss about it for four cases. We set the ED price as λ and the price after vi changes271

to v
′

i as λ
′
. Then we assume αi < λ, then we could find that with vi increasing, λ decreases. If272

αi < λ
′
, qi should increase. That is because qj for αj < αi should not increase because µ increases273

but our demand still should be satisfied, and d−
∑
αj<λ

′ Bj increases then our q∗i needs to increase.274

Actually, αi ≥ λ
′

does not hold. If it holds, we find if we decrease our v
′

i to original vi, µ should275

decrease and the allocation for those generators whose αj < λ
′

should increase since ∂Iλ(qj ,vj ,αj)
∂qj

276

for them does not change. Hence, the demand could be also satisfied in λ < λ
′ ≤ αi, which is277

contradict to our assumption.278

Then we discuss about the scene that αi ≥ λ. Then we first focus on the scenario λ
′ ≤ αi. Then we279

could find ∂Iλ(qi,vi,αi)
∂qi

function could increase with vi and for other generator j, their ∂I
λ(qj ,vj ,αj)
∂qj

280

will not increase. Then according to Eq. 14 and 31, the allocation for i q∗i should increase when µ281

increases. Then we also need to show the other case λ
′
> αi could not hold. If it holds, we could pay282

attention to the generator with αj ≥ λ′. Their ∂I
λ(qj ,vj ,αj)
∂qj

could not change. If we also make our283
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v
′

i decreases to vi, µ would decrease. Then the quantity of certificate for them would increase and284

the left certificate could decrease. We know our demand could satisfies at λ
′
, if the left certificate285

decreases, λ should increase and we could derive αi < λ
′ ≤ λ, which is contradict to our assumption.286

Therefore, in general, we could derive q∗i could be monotone even if λ changes.287

Actually, there could be lots of interesting findings through our framework. We could find out that288

in our auction, Iλ, which could reflects the virtual demand for the generators could be lower if the289

generator participate in the generation. Actually, it would make sense that the generators that satisfy290

the demand with a small cost would have a higher value. But it is still interesting that the generators291

that do not take part in the generation would have a higher incentive. Actually, it could be found in292

our proof that if the generator takes part in the generation, it could be forced by the auctioneer with293

collecting extra payment from the extra profit from the generation. Since the process could be forced,294

the incentive of the generator could reduce. Actually, from the perspective of the system operator,295

through the process, we could attach more importance to the generator that only wants to make a296

contribution. In other words, we would appreciate the buying of the high cost generator because297

it could have great emission reduction process and its buying only aims to devote for the Carbon298

Capturing. Otherwise, the low cost generator could pay more attention to have more generation299

through the auction, we need to relatively pay not much attention to it.300

4 Competition Analysis for Limited Generation301

In this part, we take the load generation constraint into consideration. We assume for each generation302

i, the maximal load could be denoted as Gi.303

We need to consider progress about the above mechanism from two perspectives. First, we could304

modify our optimization problem (P2) with the load constraints as follows:305

(P3) max
qi

N∑
i=1

Iλ(qi, vi, αi)

s.t.

N∑
i=1

qi ≤ Q

0 ≤ qi ≤ Gi −Bi

(35)

Assuming the generators need to compete for the green certificate, in other words, it is rare for all the306

generators, we could conduct this allocation according to the optimization problem (P3).307

Then to guarantee the truthfulness, we further need to show our allocation with (P3) is monotone.308

Theorem 3: If we assign the certificate according to the optimization problem (P3) to replace (P2)309

in Algorithm 1 when certificate is rare as we mentioned above, we could guarantee q∗i could be310

non-decreasing if vi increases.311

Proof: We first need to show as our Theorem 1 that there could be a unique λ that satisfies the312

demand. We could order the generator as their margin cost as we do in Theorem 1’s proof.313

Without loss of generality, we assume λ = αK , we could not satisfy the demand. Then we try314

λ = αK+1 and we regard original allocation for generator i as qi and new one as q∗i . Then for315

generator K, its Iλ(qK , vK , αK) could decrease by αiqK . We could find out with λ increases, µ for316

K.K.T conditions should not increase. That is because according to the K.K.T conditions for problem317

(P3), we could derive if µ increases, the quantity allocated for other generator should not increase318

according to the Eq. 31. Then for generator K the quantity should not increase also. Then we could319

derive that our allocation should be lower than before. And it means our µ should not increase since320

µ ≥ 0. Then we know µ should decrease and we could know that the allocation for generator j321

whose j < K, their allocation could not decrease. There could be two cases. First, if qj = Gj −Bj ,322

the decrease could make the lagrangian multiplier of load constraint for j τj increase and qj does not323

change. Otherwise, qj would increase due to τj = 0 and µ decreases.324

Therefore, we could know
∑
j<K qj <

∑
j<K q

∗
j . Then we could derive the maximum demand that325

could be satisfied
∑K−1
i=1 Bj + qj <

∑K
i=1Bj + qj while λ increases from αK to αK+1. We could326
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find our maximum demand that could be satisfied is monotone increasing and we know we could327

satisfy the demand if all the generators take part in the generation and all the certificate is allocated.328

Therefore, we could derive our λ should exist and be unique.329

Then we come back to the proof of our Theorem 3. We need to discuss two cases. If λ does not330

change with vi increases, then all Iλ could not change except for i. Then we assume the vi increases331

η. Then from our Eqs. 31 and 32, we could derive that Iλ is also quasi-concave. Then we could332

derive a new optimal conditions as follows:333

∂Iλ

∂q
(q∗i (vi, v−i), vi) = µ(vi, v−i) + τi, (36)

where τi is the Lagrangian multiplier of the constraints qi ≤ Gi. If q∗i (vi, v−i) ≤ Gi −Bi, we could334

derive τi = 0. Then we could analyse as we do in Theorem 2. If µ is increase, it could be obvious335

from the aforementioned proof. If µ is non-increasing and there do not exist generators whose τ is336

not 0, we could derive the exact same results as Theorem 2’s proof. If there exist some generators337

whose τ = 0, we could derive that the quantities of them could not increase and it follows the same338

results that qi could increase.339

Then if q∗i (vi, v−i) = Gi −Bi, then we assume there exist a v
′

i > vi that makes q∗i decreases to q∗
′

i .340

We also define other generation’s allocation as q∗
′

j and j 6= i. We could derive341

Iλ(q∗
′

i , v
′

i, αi) +
∑
j 6=i

Iλ(q∗
′

j , vj , αj) > Iλ(q∗i , v
′

i, αi) +
∑
j 6=i

Iλ(q∗j , vj , αj)

> Iλ(q∗i , v
′

i, αi)− Iλ(q∗i , vi, αi) + Iλ(q∗
′

i , vi, αi) +
∑
j 6=i

Iλ(q∗
′

j , vj , αj),
(37)

Then we could derive that342

Iλ(q∗i , vi, αi) + Iλ(q∗
′

i , v
′

i, αi)− Iλ(q∗
′

i , vi, αi)− Iλ(q∗i , v
′

i, αi) > 0, (38)

Then343

Iλ(q∗i , vi, αi) + Iλ(q∗
′

i , v
′

i, αi)− Iλ(q∗
′

i , vi, αi)− Iλ(q∗i , v
′

i, αi)

(q∗i − q∗
′
i )(vi − v

′
i)

< 0, (39)

If λ does not change, the Iλ is continuous and with the Lagrange mean value theorem, we could344

derive there could exist (q, v) that makes ∂2Iλ

∂q∂v < 0 As we show in Eq. 32, we find the contradiction.345

Therefore, the monotonicity could hold when λ does not change.346

Then if λ changes, we also need to prove the monotonicity. We need to analyze the cases for347

q∗i (vi, v−i) = Gi − Bi and q∗i (vi, v−i) < Gi − Bi as we show above. We first discuss for348

q∗i (vi, v−i) < Gi −Bi. In the following part, we denote the new ED price as λ
′

and new value as v
′

i349

and new quantity as q∗
′

i for generator i.350

We first suppose µ is not increasing. Then we could find that q∗
′

i should not decrease. Since µ is not351

increasing, for generator j whose αj < λ
′
, their q∗

′

j should be non-decreasing according to the K.K.T352

conditions of (P3). Then we could derive that λ
′
< λ and for generator i, its ∂Iλ(qi,vi,αi)

∂qi
could be353

increasing according to Eq. 32. Then according to Eq. 31 we derive that q∗
′

i could be non-decreasing.354

Then we discuss about the cases that µ is increasing. We also take four cases. We suppose αi < λ.355

Then we also assume αi < λ
′
. Then we could derive that for generator j whose αj < αi, their356

∂Iλ(qj ,vj ,αj)
∂qj

would not change but µ increases. Therefore, their q∗
′

j should not increase but our357

demand could also be satisfied and d−
∑
αj<λ

′ Bj increases, then q∗
′

i should increase. Then we also358

point out the impossibility that λ
′ ≤ αi. If it holds, for generator j whose αj < λ

′
, their ∂I

λ(qj ,vj ,αj)
∂qj

359

would not change but µ increases and the certificate quantity would decrease and the demand could360

not be satisfied. Then we suppose αi ≥ λ. Then assume λ
′ ≤ αi. Then we could derive that for361

other generator j their ∂I
λ(qj ,vj ,αj)
∂qj

would not increase. According to Eq. 31, we could derive when362

µ increases, their allocation should decrease and q∗i should increase. Then we also show αi < λ
′

363
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is impossible. If it holds, we could derive for generator j whose αj ≥ λ
′
, their allocation should364

decrease and the total allocation for generators j whose αj < λ
′

should increase, which is higher365

than the original allocation for generators j whose αj < λ. Then we could derive that demand366

could be over satisfied, showing the λ
′

could not be such high. Therefore, we could derive that our367

monotoncity could hold when q∗i (vi, v−i) < Gi −Bi.368

Then we discuss about the scene when q∗i (vi, v−i) = Gi −Bi. We need to show if vi increases, λ369

could not change in this case. As we show above, if λ does not change, we could derive that our q∗i370

could not change if vi increases and other generator’s allocation will not change as well. Then we371

could derive that we could have a possible solution with ED price λ.372

As we showed above, λ should be unique. Therefore, we could claim that our allocation would not373

change in this case. In general, we have showed the monotoncity for problem (P3).374

After discussion about the competitive scenes, we also need to modify our mechanism to be adaptive375

for the non-competitive cases, where
∑N
i=1Gi −Bi < Q. Then the problem should be the payment376

design. Actually, we could find it a specific case of the optimization problem (P3). Therefore, we377

could follow the allocation rule for competitive scenes and it could also have the same characteristics.378

Finally, we again state our modified mechanism as the following Algorithm 2:379

Algorithm 2: Green Certificate Auction Considering ED Process with load constraint
Input: The generator i’s cost αi ∀i ∈ [N ];

The generator i’s bidding type vi ∀i ∈ [N ];
The generator i’s Maximum Load Gi ∀i ∈ [N ] and Maximum load without certificate Bi;

Output: The final allocation qi ∀i ∈ [N ];
The price λ for ED process;
The payment pi ∀i ∈ [N ];

1: Initialize R = 0
2: if

∑N
i=1Gi −Bi < Q then

3: qi = Gi −Bi
4: Decide λ through ED process and decide pi according to Eq. 15
5: return (qi, pi) ∀i; λ;
6: else
7: for λ ∈ {α1, ..., αN} do
8: Solve the optimization problem (P3) and Eq. 15 with Gi and Bi to derive (qλi , p

λ
i ) ∀i.

9: Use final auction allocation results and price λ to conduct ED process
10: if d is exactly satisfied then
11: Calculate the final revenue Rt for auctioneer;
12: if Rt ≥ R then
13: qi = qλi ,pi = pλi ∀i; R = Rt
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: return (qi, pi) ∀i; λ;
18: end if

5 Sample Complexity for optimal Green Certificate Auction380

We next focus on the scenarios that we could not clearly identify the willingness of dedication.381

Furthermore, we actually could not derive a concise distribution function for each type vi. Therefore,382

we need to learn its type distribution from the history samples and the problem rises how many383

samples we need for us to achieve an approximate optimal. Therefore, in this part, we mainly discuss384

about this problem.385

We need to first reformulate our auction. We first construct our auction as a function h whose inputs386

are different constant cost αi and variable vi ∀i ∈ [N ]. Then we could know the maximal revenue387

should be lower than maxqi
∑N
i=1N(qi, vi), which could be denote as a constant C1. We also388
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assume our uniform price function r(q, v) satisfies that | ∂r∂v | and | ∂
2r
∂v2 | are bounded in the interval389

[vi, vi]. We also need to add assumptions about the distribution function Fi and fi. We assume390

fi > 0 in the interval [vi, vi] and fi is differentiable. Then we could derive that 1
ρi(vi)

could be391

Lipschitz continuity with parameter L3.392

Then we could use it to make our function h be a map from v = {vi, ∀i ∈ [N ]} to [0, 1].393

Then as we discuss above, we know v satisfies a distribution F = F1 × F2 × ... × FN which F394

denotes a product distribution, which means all the types for each bidder is independent. Then we395

could derive h(F ) as follows:396

h(F ) = Ev∼F [h(v)] (40)

Then we define the mechanism could be chosen from a hypothesis class, which could be denoted by397

H . Then we could denote OPTH (F ) as the optimal expected revenue. Specifically,398

OPTH (F ) = sup
h∈H

h(F ). (41)

Actually, our samples are taken from the distribution F . Then we denoteEi as the uniform distribution399

over i − th coordinate of the samples, and we could also define E = E1 × E2 × ... × EN . The400

sample complexity for our hypothesis class H could be the minimum number of samples for any401

distribution F , we could find a mechanism h so that402

h(E) ≤ OPTH (F )− ε, (42)

with probability 1− δ, where ε is a small number in [0, 1].403

Next, we could give our theorem for the upper bound of the sample complexity for our auction as404

follows:405

Theorem 4:In our proposed Green Certificate Auction with N generators, the sample complexity is406

at most O(N
2

ε3 log
1
δ ) when ε is enough small.407

Proof: To prove the theorem, we need to first construct an auxiliary distribution to conduct discretiza-408

tion.409

We first construct a finite support for each [vi, vi] by the interval size of ζ as {vi, vi + ζ, ..., vi} with410

size of (vi − vi)ζ.411

We construct a discrete distribution by rounding the values from the distribution Fi to the closest412

multiple of ζ that is higher than the original values for αi < λ, and lower than original values413

otherwise. Then we denote it the new distribution as F
′

i .414

Then we have the following Lemma 2.415

Lemma 2 For this new distribution F
′
, we have416

OPT (F
′
) ≥ OPT (F )−O(ζ), (43)

where OPT (F ) denotes the optimal auction revenue under distribution F .417

Proof:418

We first letM as the optimal mechanism with respect to F , which is our auction designed in Algorithm419

1. Next, we construct a quantiles ξi for each vi. qi satisfies that vi(ξi) = inf{v : Fi(v) ≥ ξi} for420

a certain distribution Fi. Then if we know v, we let li(vi) = supv<vi Fi(v) and li(vi) = Fi(vi).421

If li(vi) = li(vi), ξi could be mapped as it. Otherwise, ξi could be uniformly sampled from422

[li(vi), li(vi)]. After deriving the mapping from v to ξ, we construct a mechanism M
′

for the423

distribution F
′

as follows:424

• 1. Given a rounded value v
′
, we map it to get its quantile ξ for each coordinate based on the425

distribution F
′
.426

• 2. Let v
′′

be the values that correspond to ξ with respect to the distribution F .427

• 3. Use the mechanism M with the values v
′′

to conduct the allocation.428
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Then it is clear that the allocation is monotone for v
′
, and our allocation rule in Lemma 1 could429

guarantee that there could exist a payment rule that makes M
′

truthful.430

Then we could couple all the randomness by sampling the quantiles ξ. Given any ξ, we could know431

ourM
′

andM returns the same allocation. For the payment, we could know ρi(vi(ξi)) and ρi(v
′

i(ξi))432

could be the same. Then we know the rounding process could lead to a difference for value by at433

most ζ and we only need to know how this influences the final revenue.434

We need to focus on the characteristics of our function N(q, v) about v. We could derive that435

∂r(q,v)
∂v > 0 and ∂2r(q,v)

∂v2 ≤ 0 from our assumptions. It shows that our N(q, v) satisfies Lipschitz436

continuity and we assume the parameter is L1. For ∂N(q,v)
∂v , we could also derive it satisfies Lipschitz437

continuity and we assume the parameter is L2.438

We denote the optimization problem (P4) with values v
′

as follows:439

(P4) max
qi

N∑
i=1

Iλ(qi, v
′

i, αi)

s.t.

N∑
i=1

qi ≤ Q

(44)

Based on the Lipschitz continuity, we could find the following inequalities hold:440

N(q, v) ≥ N(q, v
′
)− L1ζQ (45)

1

rho(v)
≤ 1

rho(v′)
+ L3ζ (46)

∂N(q, v)

∂v
≤ ∂N(q, v

′
)

∂v
+ L2ζQ (47)

Then we have ∂N(q,v)
∂v > 0 and its bound B2. We also have 1

ρi(vi)
> 0 and its uniform bound B1.441

N∑
i=1

Iλ(q, v
′
, αi) ≥

N∑
i=1

Iλ(q, v, αi)−NL1ζQ−NB1L2ζQ−NL3B2ζ

+NB1B2L2L3ζ
2Q

≥
N∑
i=1

Iλ(q, v, αi)−NL1ζQ−NB1L2ζQ−NL3B2ζ,

(48)

where we could find out that we back to the optimization problem (P2).442

Remark: Actually, there could be some extreme scenarios, which could make λ change and make443

the optimal revenue change. Then if we round the value, we could know values for the generators444

that take part in the generation could rise while others’ could go down. Then we could derive that the445

allocation for generators j whose αj < λ could not decrease. If the allocation decreases, reflecting446

that allocation for other generators i whose αi ≥ λ should increase. Since other ∂I
λ(qi,vi,αi)
∂qi

should447

decrease then µ should decrease. Then for generator j, their allocation need to be raised, where448

contradiction occurs. Then we could find if we take rounding, we could find our mechanism could449

satisfy more demand than original values, which shows the ED price should be higher. Without loss450

of generality, we could set the ED price for original value as λ and λ
′

as the price after rounding.451

Then we could derive that d >
∑
αj<λ

qj +Bj . We make that d = c+
∑
αj<λ

qj +Bj . Then we452

could find if we have enough small ζ we could derive λ
′

= λ. As we show in Theorem 2, ∂qj∂vj
is453

non-negative. Then since qj is bounded, it could exist an uniform bound for ∂qj
∂vj

. Then we could454

find out that if our ζ becomes enough smaller, the change of allocation for generators whose αj < λ455
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should be enough small, which could make λ not change and further make our Eq. 48 hold. Here, we456

assume our ε is enough small and we could divide for a enough small ζ.457

We denote the optimal solution for (P4) as OPT(P4), we could derive that458

OPT (F )−NL1ζQ−NB1L2ζQ−NL3B2ζ ≤ OPT (P4) ≤ OPT (F
′
). (49)

After we show the Lemma 1, we could next conduct Theorem 1 in [24]. We first introduce this459

theorem as our Lemma 3.460

Lemma 3 (Theorem 1 in [24]): For any distribution F
′

on a finite set v such that |vi| ≤ κ for all461

1 ≤ i ≤ N , suppose for some sufficiently large constant C2 > 0, the number of samples is at least462

C2 · Nkε2 log
1
δ , then with probability 1− δ, for any v→ [0, 1], we have463

|h(F )− h(E)| ≤ ε, (50)

where E is the empirical distribution we define before.464

Then we could map the auction results to [0, 1] with constant C1. Then we could derive that465

OPTH (F )− NL1Q+NB1L2Q+NL3B2

C1
ζ ≤ OPTH (F

′
) (51)

With our Lemma 3, if we denote the sample number as m, we could derive that466

|h(F
′
)− h(E)| ≤

√
C2 ·

Nκ

m
log

1

δ
, (52)

with probability 1− δ.467

We also know κ = maxi
vi−vi
ζ = C3

ζ .468

Then we could derive that469

OPTH (F )− NL1Q+NB1L2Q+NL3B2

C1
ζ ≤ OPTH (F

′
)

≤ OPTH (E) +

√
C2 ·

NC3

mζ
log

1

δ

(53)

Then we could derive that470

OPTH (E) ≤ OPTH (F )− 1

3

(
(NL1Q+NB1L2Q+NL3B2)C2C3N

4C1m
log

1

δ

) 1
3

, (54)

where we take471

ζ =

(
NC2C3C

2
1

4m(NL1Q+NB1L2Q+NL3B2)2
log

1

δ

) 1
3

, (55)

where we could find if our amount of samples become larger, we could take higher resolution to make472

the approximate error smaller.473

Then we could find the sample complexity of our problem could be O(N
2

ε3 log
1
δ ).474

6 Numerical Studies475

In this section, we try to conduct numerical studies with our proposed framework.476

6.1 Settings for numerical studies477

We first the true generator margin cost data and capacity data in EIA-860 in U.S. Energy Information478

Administration’s data [25]. Then we randomly assign the demand d and the quantity of the total479

certificates Q and guarantee the d ≤
∑N
i=1Bi + Q. Then we also set the value scale for each480

generator randomly. Then we try to take the values from some scale with a certain distribution481
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(uniform or truncated normal). For our function r(q, v), we set it as the form as the polynomial form482

of the q and v as follows:483

r(q, v) = g − a1q2 + b1vq − a2v2 − a3q + b2v, (56)

where we could check it satisfies the conditions we mentioned in Section 2. Then we could also484

derive the Lipschitz constant L1, L2, L3 and the corresponding bound B1, B2. Then we could also485

derive C1 and C3 from the value and Q. Then from [24], we could derive the constant C2.486

In the following part, we try to conduct two types of numerical studies for our proposed auction. Since487

our proposed auction pay attention to the one-shot trading and we have also showed its effectiveness,488

we try to extend it to the multi-shot trading. We propose some strategies to optimize the revenue489

heuristically and verify its performances empirically. Then next we could conduct our numerical490

studies to verify the effectiveness of our proposed sample complexity bound. The values scale is491

uniform choose and for the truncated normal distribution, the variance could be set as 1
8 of the scale492

length and we also set it as symmetry. The probability δ in our sample complexity bound could be493

set as 0.1 for error analysis. For the probability, we also set the error ε as different values to find494

the relationship between the error probability and the size of samples. For each size of samples, we495

repeat the experiments for 800 times to derive a convincing results.496

6.2 Extension for multi-shot scenarios497

In this part, we try to empirically improve our framework to a more realistic scenarios with multi-498

period auction for each dispatch decision time. The main difference between one-period and multi-499

period comes from that the certificate’ would accumulate if the agents do not use them in the current500

period and influence the auction for next period. Here, we assume the participate only need to bid501

its value at the beginning period. Then if he has no knowledge for the coming demand, our auction502

would also achieve truthfulness. Then what the system operator could determine is the pieces of the503

certificates they want to auction. We know if the system operator releases too much for each time, the504

participators that have already some certificates might not be willing to purchase since the margin505

cost’ reduction. Different from the one-period, we also take the cost for releasing the certificate into506

consideration because in one period we could not care about whether the certificate could be used up507

but in multi-period it has accumulative effects and we could not release unlimited certificates. In the508

real world, this releasing cost represents the punishment if the excessive certificate has been released509

but we can not collect it for carbon reduction.510

This problem could be challenging since we could not derive the true demand for next period.511

Therefore, we take some heuristic strategies to propose some possible solutions and also emphasize512

the significance to determine the release. The network is a simple 3-layer MLP since our input513

dimension is not so large.514

The strategies we consider is fixed release, random release, release proportional last demand and515

reinforcement learning decision. In the reinforcement learning, we conduct a simple deep Q-learning516

framework with the input state of last certificate remaining for all players and the last 6 periods’517

demand. Our action comes from 100 discrete levels for certificate releasing, which is search in518

10,100,1000 levels. We also set the learning rate at 0.001 and the batch size at 64 in memory capacity519

400. We take 3 days with one hour resolution as an episodes to train and verify the effectiveness of520

our strategies and results are showed as following figures.521

From Fig. 1(a), we could view that our proposed reinforcement learning outperforms with the training522

episode increasing. A strategic release could earn about twice for the fixed or random release. Then523

in Fig. 1(b), we could find the release of the certificate increases often when the demand will increase524

next. It shows this strategy tends to store more spare certificate when the tendency of demand is525

slightly increasing. We could also view if we response after the demand it could cause much cost in526

Fig. 1(a). Then finally, we observe a certain players’ certificate remaining. We could find that most527

of time the players take part in the dispatch and the certificate could be used for generation. But there528

could be some time like the late at night the demand decreases sharply when it would posses much529

remaining certificates. It again emphasize the importance that we need to reduce these remaining530

useless certificates that could influence the maximal revenue of next period’s auction. We could also531

view in Fig. 1(c), our reinforcement learning strategy successfully decreases this remaining value.532

From the results, we could find the effectiveness of our proposed reinforcement learning strategies533

compared with other simple strategies. This framework could be a simple solution in the real534
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Figure 1: The multi-period auction results

implementation of our auction in multi-period scenes and determine a suitable release for the quantity535

of the certificate. On the other hand, we could find that if we choose the certificate quantity arbitrarily,536

we might cause more remaining certificate and lead to the revenue loss or the punishment caused by537

the excessive release of carbon emission certificate. Therefore, if we want to make use of auction538

into multi-period, we should make a plan for the release for each period in detail.539

6.3 Results for our numerical studies540

We show our numerical results in our Fig. 2. From the results, we first could find that, with the541

number of samples increases, we will get the results that are closer to the original one for both542

distribution. The error would decrease sharply with the size of the samples increasing. In Fig. 2(a),
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Figure 2: The error analysis with different size of samples

543
we could find that our theoretical curve is very close to the percentile of 90%, which reflects tightness544

of our proposed error bound in this case. Then, for the normal distribution in Fig. 2(c), we could545

find our theoretical is also higher than the 90% percentile and empirically, it could be closer to the546
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mean error, which shows that our theoretical results could also represents the mean error sometimes.547

Then we could pay attention to the error probability. It is obvious that when the samples’ numbers548

increase, the error probability could derive and we could have more accurate results. Moreover, we549

could find that when we improve the error requirement, the error probability could increase. We550

take different thresholds and view the probability that the errors for the approximate auction with551

empirical distribution. In Fig. 2(b), we could find out that our theoretical upper bound could better552

describe the changes of the error probability. In Fig. 2(d), we could find our upper bound is loose and553

the actual error could be smaller, which means that we may not need much samples and we could554

approach good approximation performance empirically. Then we could also compare two distribution.555

We could find that the results for normal distribution could be worse than the uniform distribution.556

That is because we need to afford more if we misjudge the hazard rate for normal distribution and our557

auction would also calculate a less accurate virtual demand.558

As we showed in Fig. 2, we could find our theoretical bound could also be not tight. That is because559

we actually conduct larger scaling in Eq. 48 and we also use the uniform bound and Lipschitz constant560

to describe the uniform characteristics of the function, which could be rough and further cause the561

untightness.562

From our results, we could view the effectiveness of our proposed theoretical sample complexity563

analysis and corresponding approximate auctions. We could measure the willingness of the generators564

without knowing any prior knowledge and we could also derive a relatively good performance with565

the empirical distribution from samples. With the scale of the samples increasing, the results could566

be better. In practice, we could make use of our proposed theoretical to know how much error the567

auctioneer could have possibly in each round with different numbers of samples. Then the auctioneer568

can also decide the number of questionnaire to ask for the values from the homogeneous participants569

after determining the possible approximate error that it can tolerate. Then once we know more570

about the willingness’s distribution, it could be possible to design another reward mechanism for the571

contribution that each participants could make, which could be reflected in his value.572

7 Conclusion573

With the call for the carbon emission reduction and the carbon capture technology development, we574

propose a framework for the green certificate auction. Our proposed auction considers the following575

economic dispatch and derive the truthfulness and optimality. To better describe the willingness of576

the generators contributing to the carbon neutrality, we next propose a sample complexity to assist577

our auction and derive the upper bound of the number of samples we need to derive a near optimal578

approximate result. This work could be extended in many ways. The a tighter upper bound and the579

lower bound of sample complexity could be further considered. The continuous complex marginal580

cost function could need studied in detail as well as other value functions that do not satisfy our581

proposed assumptions. Another future work is the reward mechanism according to actual contribution582

that the participants make in expectation, which could be related to their values of willingness.583
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